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Anstnacr
Precession and Weissenberg 6lms of a single crystal of synthesized brannerite show

that the compound is monocl inic, C2/rn, wit l i  a-9.b7, b:8,26, c-6.gbA,
€ - 119'30'. The c.ell contains 2[UTirOol. Sp. gr. (meas.) : G.35, (calc.) - 6.86. The
cell constants and space group are compatible with the forms observed by Pabst on
natural-crystals in terms of the theoretical form development predicted by the Donnay
generalization of the Bravais law. It suggests that brannirite rega.ins its original structure
on ignition.

The r-ray powder diffraction patterns of ignited brannerite from Blind
River, ontario almost invariably show-the presence of rutile or anatase
and other minerals intimately associated with the brannerite. The
appearance of the grains is affected by these impurities. The variable
chemical constitution and physical properties of the grains have in-
fluenced some geologists to doubt the existence o{ the r.nineral in this
region. They suggest that the act of heating, which is necessary ro pro-
duce the tr-ray pattern, causes the mineral to be synthesized from one
or more mineral phases in the grains (Brotzen, lgbS). Kaiman (lg5g)
has recently reported the successful synthesis of brannerite from the
oxides of uranium and titanium, but not under the usual ignition con-
ditions. concurrently, similar research was carried on at this university.
Mixtures of pitchblende and rutile or anatase in the ratio of t to Z
recrystallized to uaos and rutile when heated in an open crucible over a
flame or in a muffie furnace. The same results were obtained when the
mixture was seeded with natural brannerite from Blind River. An excess
of carbon, added to prevent the formation of Usos, resulted in an ignition
product of UOz and rutile. Finally, NaCl was added to the carbon
mixture. The flux reacted with the mixture producing a compound,
possibly a sodium uranium oxide, whose major difiraction data showed
some similarity to those of brannerite. The experiments confirm that
brannerite is not synthesized under ordinary ignition conditions and
that the mineral is a constituent of the ore.

With the advice and assistance of Professor A. Lund and Mr. H.
Hancock of the Department of Metallurgy, efiorts were now made to
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Tesr-B 1. X-Rev Poworn DrnnnactroN Dere ron Bne'Nxnntrnr
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lFor nickel filtered copper radiation.
zFilm method: camera diameter 57.3 mm.
sDiffractometer method; intensities based on

determination ol relative peak heights. Fifty-four
additional weak reflections were observed.
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synthesize brannerite under other conditions. Very pure tetravalent

uranium oxide (UOz.oo) supplied by Mr. Hancock, \4ras mixed with

reagent grade TiO2 in the atomic proportions I to 2, finely ground,

pressed into a pellet and sintered at a low vacuum (10-3 mm' Hg) in

a graphite container at 900oC for eighteen hours. No reaction took

place. The material was re-ground and heated at 1200"C for the same

length of time. This yielded a sintered product which gave a composite

r-ray pattern of UO2 and brannerite. Mr. Hancock then suggested melting

the sintered pellet in an arc furnace with an adjustable electrode and a

water-cooled base in an argon atmosphere, The arc was broken over the
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pellet and the large current easily melted it. The cooled product showed
a group of long thin radiating crystals. The portion of the pellet which
had rested on the water-cooled base still contained a slight amount of
UOz but the remainder was composed entirely of brannerite. It is
estirnated that the pellet reached a temperature of 2000'C.

X-nev SrNclB Cnvsrer, Srunr*

A single tiny crystal was selected froni the radiating group and approxi-
mately aligned on the optical goniometer to rotate about the needle-axis,
and then precisely aligned with orientation photographs on a precession
camera. Subsequent zero and upper level films revealed that this axis is
the b-axis of a monoclinic cell and the crystal was transferred to a
Weissenberg instrument for a more precise determination of the B angle.
The final cell constants are as follows:

a :  9 . 8 7 , b  : 3 . 7 6 ,  c  :  6 . 9 b 4  ( a t t  +  o . o z A ) , 9  :  l t 9 ' 3 0 ' ( +  1 b ' )
Space group C2/m

Table 1 presents the tc-ray powder data for both synthetic and natural
ignited brannerite, indexed on the basis of these cell constants. The
excellent agreement between the two sets of measured spacings confirms
the identity of the synthesized compound with ignited brannerite. The
agreement between measured and calculated spacings indicates that the
accuracy.claimed for the cell constants is justified.

Recently Oztunali (1959) reported a triclinic cell with

a  :  5 .27 ,  b  :  3 ,54 ,c  :  6 .31  A
a :77o 30', p - 1080 40', ? : 100o 10' (all + 1")

which he obtained with rotation and Weissenberg films from a synthetic
brannerite crystal measuring 0.07 mm. in size. His measured powder
spacings are in good agreement with the powder data given in Table 1,
indicating that the synthetic product was in fact brannerite. Oztunali
evidently ovedooked the monoclinic symmetry by inadvertently rotating
his crystal about a non-axial direction-possibly the [110] row of the
monoclinic cell. The calculated value for the period along this row is
5.28 A, in good agreement with the length of Oztunali's a axis. The
remaining five triclinic elements have less obvious relationships in the
monoclinic cell. Table 2 shows the results of our efforts to index the first
six powder diffraction arcs in terrrs of the triclinic elements. The dis-
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crepancy between the measured spacings and the six largest spacings
calculated for the triclinic cell is clearly too great to be eliminated by
refining the triclinic elements. It suggests that the interpretation of the
single crystal photographs is in error.

T;.sr-g 2. BnenNrnrrB

Measured spa.cings

fhis paper Oztunali

Six largest spacings
calculated

for triclinic cell

6.04
4.74
4 . N
3 . 4
3.35
3.2i1

6.06
4,766
4.28r
3.#2
3.351
3.288

5.89
4.96
4.50
3.41
3 .34
3. t2

001
100
To1
010
101
011

TnB CotuposITIoN oF BRANNERITE

Three determinations of the specific gravity of a fragment weighing
6.7 mg. ranged between 6.3L and 6;40 and averaged 6.35.

The ideal composition of brannerite must be very close to the composi-
tion of the mixture that was used to form the pellet. Kaiman concluded
from polished section studies of his synthetic products that the ideal
composition of brannerite is more neady represented by UTizOe than
by U:TiOra. Table 3 compares the calculated specific gravities for these
formulas and the formula, UsTiOro, given in Dana's System of Mineralogy
(1944). The measured specific gravity is in excellent agreement with the
cell contents 2[UTieO6], and it may be assumed with Kaiman that this
formula represents the composition of brannerite.

It is interesting to note that other ABzO6 compounds include the
tapiolite-mossite, columbite-tantalite, euxenite-polycrase and eschynite-
priorite series and the. mineral samarskite. These compounds differ from
brannerite in that they crystallize in the tetragonal and orthorhombic
systems.

Tnn MonpnolocY oF BRANNERITE

The symrnetry of natural brannerite has been described as tetragonal
or orthorhombic (Hess & Wells, 1920) and monoclinic (George, 1949)
from inspection of crystals which are typically rough. Prismatic crystals
recently discovered in Mono County, California are apparently more
favouratrle for goniornetric study than most. Pabst (1954) recognized
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Tesrn 3. BnAwrBnnr: Fomaur,e

Formirla Calc. Sp. gr.
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LrrTioOre
UrTi60r{
UTizOs

1
I
2

8 .96
6.95
6.36

Teslr 4. BnaxuEnrB: MpesunsoeNo Cer,cur-e,rro ANcr-ns

hbohbohko

010
160
r30
r20
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210
310
610

0000,
18 12
31 42

100 84069,
5r0 66 46
310 53 16

3l3} 3e 23
110 23 24
130 I 53
160 5 2L
010 0 00

r00 90"00'
510 6527
310 52 43
2ro 4t 12
u0 23 39
130 8 18
150 5 0r
010 0 00

46 35
61 34
75 05
79 37
&t 58

1. The measured angles and indices of Pabst (fgb4).
2. Pabst's angles anii indices transformed to the structural

setting.
3. Angles calbulated from the structural constants.

that the form development of these crystals is dominated by the presence
of orle strong orthogonal zone of faces parallel to the prism axis. This is
eharacteristic of orthorhombic or monoclinic symmetry. Pabstts measured
angles (Table 4, column 1) ranged over several degrees of arc, but despite
this he was able to assign reasonable irrdices to the faces. When Pabst's
o and D axes are interchanged, the transformed angles agree well with
angles calculated for planes in the (hk}) zone of the structural cell
(Table 4, columns 2 & 3). The agreement appears to be too consistent to
be fortuitous. It strongly suggests that the morphological zone in the
natural crystals is identical with the structural zone in the syhthesized
crystal even though the habits of the crystals are very different. However
it is not unreasonable to believe that the r-ray crystal, synthesized in
an instant at 2fi)0o C, developed a habit that is unusual in ternr-s of the
habit of natural crystals.

It is interesting to note that with the exception of 11001, 1010| and
{2101, the lhk|l forms observed on the crystals ha-ve indices in which
h + p : 2n in the structural setting. This is the condition for r-ray
reflection by {kkUl planes of a base-centred cell. According to the Donnay
(1942) generalization of the law of Bravais the relative importance of
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forms of a crystal species are proportional to the spacings of the corres-
ponding structural planes in the simplest notation that conforms to the

space group condition. Column I of Table 5 lists the first fifty-three
(b&0) planes in order of decreasing spacing. The starred planes correspond

to the permissible reflections from the base-centered cell. The reflecting
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l. (hkl) lattice planes of brannerite; spacings determined by graphical
meth6d of Peacock(1938), The starred planes correspond to permissible r-ray
reflections.

2. Reflecting planes which conform to simplest space group-notation.
3. The same planes with indices reduced to morphologic-al notation. The

double-starred indices correspond to Pabst's observed crystal forms.

planes which conform to the simplest space group notation are repeated

in column 2. Finally, the last column gives the indices of these planes

reduced to morphological notation. This is the theoretical order of

importance of lhk\l crystal forms according to the Donnay rule. It is

significant that the first seven indices account for all but one of the eight
forms observed by Pabst. The harmony which obviously exists tletween
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the urorphology of Mono County brannerite and the space group
symmetry of synthesized brannerite supports the relationship derived
above between Pabst's interfacial angles and the r-ray constants.

The present research has indicated that natural brannerite regains its
original structure on ignition. This is known to occur when the cubic
metamict minerals betafite and microlite-pyrochlore are ignited but
authoritative data on the structural cells of metamict minerals with
lower symmetry are lacking. Arnott (1950) obtained indirect evidence
on the recrystallization of euxenite. He was able to index the powder
pattern of an ignited sample of this mineral in terms of morphological
measurements and derive rational cell constants. Recent work by
Ferguson (1957) has suggested that natural fergusonite, ignited above
800"C, recrystallizes with its original structure, but conclusive proof
rests on finding natural crystals which are better suited for goniometric
study than those previously discovered. It appears that crystals of
metamict minerals are typically rough, and this characteristic together
with the well known fact that crystal fragments become polycrystalline
on ignition has limited research on these minerals.

It was frequently noticed during this research that the period of
heating necessary to recrystallize natural brannerite varies. The period
is related to the physical appearance of the grains. For example, black
to brownish-black lustrous grains produce the characteristic powder
pattern after a few minutes of heating. Reddish grains with a duller
lustre require several hours of heating before the characteristic pattern
is obtained, and passes through several intermediate stages in the
interval. The data indicate that the degree of disorder in the structure
varies. Since the fresherlooking grains regain the ultimate structure
more rapidly it seems that geological weathering increases the degree of
disorder.
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